
Peter Imthurn goes on board at actesy AG

„connecting digital worlds“ – Now with 30 years of experience in 
migration projects

After 30 years of successful managerial activity in 
ERP projects,  Peter Imthurn is now moving from 
ERP provider GUS Schweiz AG to actesy  AG as 
Chairman of the Board of Directors. The startup, 
which was founded  last year, aims with the actesy 
metadata framework at integration  projects in the 
area of enterprise software. actesy concentrates  
especially on the extension of legacy solutions with 
components of the  digital economy: eCommerce 
applications, mobile apps or systems in the  Internet 
of Things can be linked with the existing business 
application  world in the company.

“The ERP mission is complete,” explained Peter Im-
thurn after the  change. “The challenges posed by dig-
ital change lie in the fact that  agile companies adapt 
individually to changing customer requirements.  This 
is a completely different business model that poses 
new challenges  in the interaction of software.”

With this framework, actesy not only targets the ERP 
market, but also  all complex software structures that 
need a breakthrough if they need  to be prepared for 
digital change.

This applies  to banking systems as well as production 
software. The startup has  already received inquiries 
from practically all industries – but above  all from the 
automotive, finance and retail sectors.

The actesy framework enables users to independent-
ly implement their  individual digital strategy. Training 
concepts and a development  environment for the 
framework that is as user-friendly as possible  should 
help to create own solutions without programming 
knowledge. Peter  Imthurn: “Software integration 
should work by drag-and-drop. actesy  stands for 
act easy! This is my credo from 30 years with an IT 
migration  background.”
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For more information about our services  
please do not hesitate to contact us.

Company actesy AG 
actesy AG was founded in August 2017 from the experience of numerous  ERP and digitization pro-
jects. The actesy framework is a particularly  suitable accelerator for digital transformation, becau-
se actesy can be  used as a kernel for new applications of the digital economy. actesy is  an easily 
adaptable metadata framework, which enables access to data,  key figures and processes in real 
time via an intuitive user interface.  actesy can map innovations and simplifications of core proces-
ses in  companies.
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